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This article analyzes the economics of cyclic replacement or recapitalization of software. It analyzes some of the historic issues and costs of software maintenance. Then, it provides analysis on how much software modernization occurs while still maintaining old code. I recommend a combination of minimal maintenance and a cyclic re-engineering to maximize the amount of code refresh and minimize the code’s average age. In theory, regular refresh will allow rapid introduction of new or improved functions. It finishes by recommending strategies to target improved productivity as a component of recapitalization.

Large commercial and government systems are increasingly software intensive. The costs of supporting software over a 10 to 20-year lifetime are increasingly significant in today’s software dependent world. Software support costs continue long after development ends, typically costing between 67 percent and 80 percent of the overall life-cycle cost. As shown in Figures 1A and B [1, 2], this is two-to-four times the development cost. This article will investigate options on how to spend that life-cycle maintenance budget to both maintain and enhance the code at the same time.

The U.S. Air Force (USAF) [2] studied 487 commercial software development organizations to see how software support costs are distributed among different tasks. According to the report, most software support dollars are spent on defining, designing, and testing changes. Support activities they identified include the following:

• Interacting with users to determine what changes or corrections are needed.
• Reading existing code to understand how it works.
• Changing existing code to make it perform differently.
• Testing the code to make sure it performs both old and new functions correctly.
• Delivering the new version with sufficient new documentation to support the user/product.

The USAF also shows that in post-deployment software support, 75 percent of the effort involves enhancement and refinement, and the remaining 25 percent is associated with maintenance of existing modules, as shown in Figure 2 (see page 22) [2]. Historically, the maintenance of software involves correcting bugs and supporting the required deployment changes. Research by Roger Pressman in Software Engineering: A Practitioner’s Approach also confirmed this 21 percent factor and found that:

... only about 20 percent of all support work is spent fixing mistakes, while the remaining 80 percent is spent adapting existing systems to changes in their external environment, making enhancements (possibly categorized as refinement) requested by users, and reengineering an application for future use. [4]

We will use the term enhancement for all non-maintenance program improvements, including refinement. We will use the term post-deployment support to include both maintenance and enhancement.

According to the USAF and other research, newly developed software has a high failure rate until the bugs are worked out, and after this point, failure rates usually drop to a low level [1, 2]. Theoretically, software should stay at that reliable level forever because it is not getting physical wear. Since software continues to get changed, however, it will continue to have bugs and reliability problems. Thus, software wears out because it is maintained [5].

There are more modern reasons for software maintenance, namely the following:

• Changes required for security considerations and protection from hackers.
• Changes in the operating system (versions), often driven by security or reliability.
• Changes due to other changing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software or hardware products.

Validating the Maintenance Expense

The 2:1 relationship of software support cost to development costs (i.e. 66 percent to 33 percent ratio) is critical to developing a strategy for life-cycle maintenance, but how real are these typical relationships? One significant study published data on coding errors and support [6]. The relevant data in Table 1 (see page 22) was taken from the Information Technology department of a large commercial bank. This data represented 35 projects and 20 million source lines of code (SLOC). We tested those rules of thumb by using them to calculate the theoretical support costs and compared them to the actual reported annual support cost.

The age of code was not available, so we assumed a mean 30 year lifetime and a typical productivity of one line of code per hour at a cost of $50 per man hour to obtain a derived development cost. That derived development cost was then multi-

Figures 1 A and B: Software Life-Cycle Support Cost for Two Types of Large Programs

Note: The USAF report used the term maintenance for generic post-deployment life-cycle support [2].
To have a really successful long term project, with functionality growth and satisfied users (and perhaps a sustaining business operations point), the ratio of a long term support budget (or revenue) vs. a development budget should be at or above 10 percent. To recover development costs and do maintenance, the product income stream must be even higher (with a three year payback on development costs, the annual revenue must exceed 40 percent of the development budget).

This ratio illustrates the problem with starting up new software projects on a regular basis (such as Department of Defense Small Business and Innovative Research projects) unless they replace old code. The project is a distraction that siphons budgets from other maintenance needs unless the customer is prepared to spend 10 percent of the development cost on an annual basis to support the code. If the vendor does not commercialize to recoup the difference, the project is doomed.

This 10 percent rule can be dissected further. Data shows that 25 percent of costs are for maintenance and other, and 75 percent of the long term cost is for refinement and enhancement [3]. Thus out of our 10 percent of development expense, there is an annual 2.5 percent minimum budget required for reliability and bug fixing and 7.5 percent recommended for functionality change.

The High Costs of Software Support

Unfortunately, software support cost for old code, measured as a ratio per line of source code, can be up to 40 times more expensive than engineering new code [1]. This factor has a huge impact on long-term software support. It is commonly attributed to several reasons, namely the following:

1. The support engineers are often not the original developers and must relearn the program's design and requirements.
2. The code becomes more complex as it evolves and is patched, introducing more bugs and requiring more testing [7].
3. The programming technology is old and static, requiring greater labor.
4. Documentation problems require additional effort and repair.
5. There are definitive system limitations on how fixes can be made.
6. Extensive testing to ensure that the system performance is met [8, 9].
7. The use of older technology requiring older (more senior and more expensive) workers, often considered gurus, who are the only ones with the familiarity that can make a change [10].

Typical legacy style support involves analyzing user problems and requests, operating system updates, COTS product version changes, urgent reliability problems and security issues, and hardware obsolescence issues in order to define and determine what support is done. This effort can be challenging since some problems are incredibly difficult to find or recreate. Teams supporting legacy code typically work in a cyclic mode based on budget availability.

Software Re-Engineering

Software re-engineering is the complete overhaul of a software application, tearing it down to its component requirements and rebuilding it with modern methods, codes, and practices. The USAF policies advocate re-engineering of software when the program manager concludes that it is better to pay now, rather than waiting to pay much more later [11]. Paying now is what William E. Perry calls avoiding the rat hole syndrome. Perry defines a rat hole as the dark place where software maintainers throw their money with no possibility of return on investment, and he compares software with old cars. In the short term, it is cheaper to fix your old car than it is to buy a new one, but in the long term it costs more than buying a new car. Perry also explained that once one software rat hole is plugged up (bug is fixed) another usually appears.

The 40:1 ratio of costs for maintaining old vs. new code should really be a factor that changes over time, starting out closer to a regular 1:1 factor if the maintenance team was chosen from the remnants of the original developers and used the same development environment. It would then worsen as the staff changes, tools age,
complexity increases, and reliability degrades due to change [8, 9]. Some researchers identify code that is over 15 years old as *alien code* [8, 9], since by this age there are no longer any members of the original development staff left. Today, most applications that are old are unstructured, have architecture problems, poor documentation, and questionable change records. A good support strategy should avoid letting code get too old.

The **average equipment age** is a concept used in economics, replacing a capital item on a regular cycle is called **recapitalization**. At any given time the average age is the sum of the different ages multiplied by a weighting factor that is the inverse of the cyclic time period. In the example below, we shortened the math using the formulae for a series summation developed by Carl F. Gauss in the 1800s. The average age of an inventory just before one unit is replaced is simply half of the sum of one plus the cycle time period.

**Generalized Case, Average Age of Items Replaced Every N Years:**

\[
(1/N)^N \times N \times (N+1)/2 = (N+1)/2
\]

Can we apply a cyclic recapitalization strategy to get code improvement via re-engineering and still continue acceptable support? To answer this question we analyzed a large hypothetical project of 20 million source lines of code. The key consideration is the amount of new software source code (new SLOC) created each year. One key input is the mix or allocation between maintained old code and newly re-engineered code. The other is the productivity, which ranged from eight SLOC/day for new code to 0.2 SLOC/day for old code (40 times worse). Software productivity is actually a very complex product of many factors besides the age of the code [12]. There are many problems with simple productivity factors, but we ignored them to seek a simple approximation and show hypothetical first-order effects based on the age of the code.

We calculate the cost of software code by multiplying the daily labor rate ($50/New SLOC at $100,000 per man-year) by the coding productivity (equivalent new SLOC per day). Our simple labor rate allows the readers to easily scale their own labor costs.

We also do not attempt to quantify considerations in the cost of code since it is beyond the scope of this analysis and well covered by other research [13]. Option 1 in Table 2 shows the results of a typical support project, with the heroic assumption of only 0.25 percent of changed code (50,000 lines) per year due to the poor productivity factor. If all of the investment goes into re-engineering code (i.e. replacing an old module with a brand new one), at the good productivity rate of eight SLOC/day, the result would be 2,000,000 source lines being modified as shown in Option 2 of Table 2. Clearly changing 10 percent of the program per year provides a good return on the investment and stays far back from the 15-year rat-hole age identified by [9].

The equation of interest:

\[
\text{New SLOC/Yr} = [B^* \times \% RE \times (E_a \times C_a)] + [B^* \times \% M \times (E_m \times C_m)]
\]

where

- \( B^* \) = Annual SW Maintenance Budget, in $/year
- \( \% RE \) = Percentage Budget Spent on Re-engineering
- \( E_m \) = Efficiency for Re-engineering, (units as SLOC/$)

Table: Sample Analysis With Post-Deployment Support Options for a Large Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPTION 1: 100% Maintenance Approach</th>
<th>OPTION 2: 100% Effort Is Re-Engineering Each Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintained SLOC/Year (Based on Annual $/Software Support Cost)</td>
<td>$100,000,000/($2,000/SLOC) = 50,000 SLOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% SLOC Maintenance/Year = 50K/20M = 0.25%</td>
<td>(Clearly you did not get much for the $100M Budget)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Program Enhanced = 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sample Analysis With Post-Deployment Support Options for a Large Program

Note that the amount of code is dependent on the cost per SLOC which is an extremely complex factor. It can even vary inversely to expectations, with newer projects often costing less overall but having a much greater cost per source line of code due to having used compact 4GL languages [12]. Our simple metrics are therefore starting points which allow the reader to make comparisons with their own project or metrics.

Figure 3 (see page 24) shows the results of a sensitivity analysis where we vary the percent of investment into re-engineering and the productivity ratio. The bar heights represent how much total code is changed each year. A proven numeric relationship for the productivity factor as a function of code age would have improved this model but was unavailable.

The desired position to be on this graph is the *back corner* where the team productivity is high (i.e. low ratio) and the percent of code being re-engineered on a planned cycle is high (lots of new functionality possible at lower costs). The result would be newly re-engineered modules that have a lot of the new capa-
abilities that the users want, albeit released at a slow, cyclic pace. Users may be asking to delete functions, add new ones (more code) or just change how the old one works (in theory not adding code).

The product manager or customer liaison team would have to balance the added functionality and deleted features within the annual budget. It would seem prudent however to assume some marginal loss in productivity in determining the amount of code changed each year and allow users to add new capabilities. Hopefully customers and users of a software program would be satisfied and live with some problems as long as others are getting fixed. Some of the reasons stated for maintenance (e.g. security and reliability) are pretty imperative, so it is unlikely that the maintenance can be completely eliminated. Earlier we discussed a target of 25 percent of the annual budget as being necessary for this normal maintenance activity.

The balance of a fully funded annual support budget (that annual 10 cents per initial development dollar) would be 75 percent of the support budget available for new functionality via re-engineering. Here we are considering percentages of support dollars however, not percentages of SLOC that comes from including productivity. A 10-year replacement cycle would have an average age of just over five years. It avoids getting into the rat hole region at 15 years and appears achievable with an allocated mix of 25 percent spent on true maintenance and 75 percent for enhancement via re-engineering.

Some recent research has indicated that the bulk of the maintenance effort gets concentrated on only 20 percent of the program code [14]. The maintenance efforts may indeed focus on a small subset of code, but this does not mean that 80 percent of the code does not ever need re-engineering. Re-engineering provides the users with new functionality and modernizes the code. Thus, managers need to examine systematic replacement of the whole code base in order to keep the average age low and avoid rat holes.

The challenge of improving efficiency in software maintenance is considerable. Our analysis assumed a linear worsening of productivity with age, but in reality productivity rates will need to be aggressively managed to be successful. There are several strategies that could be used to do this, namely the following:

- **Use modern tools.** We have shown numerically that cyclic replacement and minimized average code age can have positive effects. Most large, old programs have both old and new modules with ready candidates for replacement, but even newly completed projects must start aggressively replacing modules since a permanent bias will creep into the average age for each year of delay.
- **Modular software design.** This is the basis of object-oriented design principles, and benefits the code maintainer by allowing easier replacement of modules. The method called software re-factoring advocates replacing software on a modular basis as developed by Ward Cunningham [15] and Martin Fowler [16]. A modular strategy may help maintenance by providing defined interfaces and functionality.
- **Add more off-the-shelf code.** This leverage of existing code or products can save support cost, but this can also cause problems. Some vendors change their product or stop supporting a version, thus increasing maintenance costs. Databases, publish/subscribe services, and web servers and browsers are all modern examples of products that can modernize code.
- **Staff rotation.** Regular rotation of staff between development and maintenance teams could minimize the differences in skill sets, productivity, experiences, and employee enthusiasm. Engineers that have maintenance experience know first-hand why it is important to develop code for maintenance.
- **Modern languages.** New software languages that use fewer lines of code to do the same function can help lower support costs. Alan Albrecht at IBM developed methods to use function points as a measure of software functions to estimate program size [17]. Current data shows that HTML and Web-service methods take 25 percent less SLOC than C+ or Java for similar function points (functionality) [18]. Another study [19] showed that a representative program of 300 Web objects (function points, links, multimedia files, scripts and Web building blocks) took 38 percent fewer person-months to develop when HTML was used instead of Java. This implies that added emphasis should be placed on replacing older code with newer software structures and languages in order to capture the improved productivity rate.

### Concluding Remarks

Software support is expensive, is absolutely necessary, and will be necessary for many years. In military programs, the support costs are borne by the taxpayers, and in commercial projects, support expense is subtracted from sales or licensing revenue. Strategies for cyclic recapitalization of the code to keep the average age young and improve programming productivity should minimize long-term maintenance costs and allow the support team to regularly add improve-

![Sensitivity Analysis: New SLOC/Year Given A $100M Annual Investment and $20M SLOC Program](image-url)
ments and functionality.
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